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Let B(s, t), s, t>O, be a Brownian sheet. In contrast to the usual law of the iterated logarithm 
for B, we prove that 
lim inf sup 
BC.7, T/s) 
T++n I-*,%-r (2Tloglog 7.)“’ 
= 1 as. 
There is no analog of this limit for the Brownian motion. Generalizations of this are also discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
Let B(s, t), s, t > 0, be a Brownian sheet. That is, B is a mean-zero Gaussian process 
with a covariance 
EB(s, t)B(q 7) = (s A u)(t A T). 
The law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) for B has been studied by many authors 
(Orey and Pruitt, 1973; Paranjape and Park, 1973; Park, 1974; Zimmerman, 1972). 
One of its more familiar forms is stated this way. 
B(s, t) 
(1.1) 
Here, log, T = log log T and the sup is formed over the hyperbola s. t = T as B has 
constant variance there. Csorgii and R&&z (1978) improved this result in the 
following way. Let bT 3 1 be a non-decreasing function of T, and form the sup over 
D( T, b) = D(T) = {(as, t): st = T; s, t s J?;b,}. 
The normalizing function is 
&=2T(log, T+log(l+log bT)). 
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Theorem 1.2 (CsGrgB and Rev&z, 1978). If 
lii lim~~p(cy~~/cyaA+l) = 1, (1.3) 
then 
lim sup sup ~y;rB(s, t) = 1 as. (1.4) 
T++cc D(r) 
If moreover, 
Iim lodl + 1% b-r) = +co 
7-+‘X log log T ’ 
(1.5) 
then the lim sup in (1.4) is in fact a limit. q 
There are several interesting choices for b,. If b, = fi (or more generally bT = T”, 
77 > 0), then (1.4) implies (1.1). If 
bT = exp((log T)“), p > 0, (1.6) 
then 
a.-(2(l+p)Tlog, T)l’*. (1.7) 
By taking p = 1, we again obtain (1.1). Here and below, f(t) - g(t) means that 
lim f( t)/g( t) = 1. 
,++u? 
Taking 
b-r = exp( TP), p > 0, 
then (1.5) applies and 
(Y= - (2pT log T)1’2. 
In this paper we prove a limit theorem for B that is a companion to (1.1). Namely, 
(1.8) 
In fact we deduce this as a corollary to the theorem below, in which we consider 
the lim inf behavior of 
sup B(s, t) 
D(T) 
for a class of b,. We note that such a question does not have a proper analog in 
the limit behavior of the Brownian motion. Moreover, it is necessary to impose a 
growth condition on bT, to obtain such a theorem. To state the result, the correct 
normalizing function is 
&=2Tlog(l+log b7). 
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Theorem 1.9. Assume that (1.3) and the following holds. For all 0 < E < 1 and some 
O<a<l, 
z exp(-(log b,^ )‘) < +a, (1.10) 
where 
uK = exp(K”), K EN. 
Then 
lim inf sup PT’B(s, t) = 1 a.s. (1.11) 
7++cn D(7) 
To illustrate some interesting choices of bT, observe that (1.10) holds if 
lim inf (log, b,/log, T) > 0. (1.12) 
7-tee 
Therefore, we can take b7 = 0, to obtain (1.8). We can also take 6, as in (1.6). Then 
P27- 2pT log, T. 
If we take, however, 
bT = exp( (log T) (‘Ok T)_<‘), 0 < Ly < 1, 
then (1.10) holds, while (1.12) fails. Furthermore, 
P%- 2( 1 - a) T(log, T)lP”. 
One can construct other examples of bT where 
&=o(Tlog, T). (1.13) 
We do not know how close our condition (1.10) is to being necessary for (1.11). 
In particular, it would be of interest to investigate (1.11) in the case where b, goes 
to infinity much more slowly than allowed in (1.10). To illustrate this, take the 
extreme case of 6, = 1. Then 
B( T’12, T”*) 
‘ir$&2T log ,og T)l/2= -1 aas. 
as B(s, t) is a Brownian motion along the diagonal. This suggests that there is a b-r 
so that 
lim inf sup B(s, t) = 0 a.s. 
T-t= D(7) 
Finding such a b, to this and related questions seem to be beyond the techniques 
we employ, however. (We are grateful to a referee for suggesting this problem.) 
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This theorem is proved by appealing to new distribution inequalities for the 
maximum of a one parameter Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. To explain the connec- 
tion, observe that the process 
X, = B(e’, e-.‘) (1.14) 
has covariance 
EX 
s 
x, = e-lc-rl 
That is, on s. t = 1, B is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Moreover, 
(1.15) 
(“^.. means equal in distribution.) Therefore, we need to consider distribution 
inequalities for 
X(M) = sup x,, 
~F~<M 
(1.16) 
for various values of M. By Extreme Value Theory, 
X(M) - (2 log A4)“’ 
in probability, as M + + 00. Further, the left hand side properly normalized, conver- 
ges weakly to a double exponential distribution. However, the rate of convergence 
is known to be slow. (See Leadbetter, Lindgren, and Rootzen, 1983.) In particular, 
it does not seem that Theorem 1.9 can be proved by appealing to the relevant 
estimates from extreme value theory. Thus the inequalities we develop below may 
have independent interest. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we develop the distribution 
inequalities for X(M) just mentioned; Theorem 1.9 is proved in Section 3; the case 
of higher parameters and partial sums is discussed in Section 4. 
2. Inequalities for X(M) 
Let X, be the process defined in (1.14) above. That is, X, is a mean zero Gaussian 
process with covariance 
EX,X, = exp(-1s - tl). 
Set 
X(M) = sup x,, 
1SlS-M 
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U Q(u) = (27r-1’2 
I 
exp( - 4x’) dx 
-CC 
- 1-((2~r-“~C exp(-$u2), as u + +a. 
Our estimates are given in the following result. 
Theorem 2.1. There is an absolute constant K so thatfor all E, u, M > 0 and 0 < S < M 
with M/6 an integer we have the following. 
(i) IfS c 1 and 
K(G(l+log M/6))“2<e~, (2.2) 
then 
P(X(M) < (1 +~E)u) 2 qb(~)‘+~~” - K exp(-e2u2/K6). (2.3) 
(ii) If 
K (log M)‘12 < EU efii2, (2.4) 
then 
P(X(M)<(~+~E)U)~@(U(~-~~“))‘~~~‘~+K exp(-s2u2eS/K). 
(2.5) 
We will apply (i) in situations where S Q 1, while for (ii) we will have 14 6 < M. 
For the proof, we will need tail estimates for 
IIXIl~R=,,,~~~~lX~-X~l (2.6) 
(,I-= 
Js-rj<S 
where 6 s 1, and 
IIXIIM =,;yp, lX,l. (2.7) A-= 
Familiar techniques from the theory of Gaussian processes yield 
P(IIXIIMfi>h+K(~(l+log M/c~))“~)s K exp(-h2/K6), 
and 
(2.8) 
P(llXll, > A +K(log M)“2)~ K exp(-A2/K). (2.9) 
Here, K is an absolute constant, and the inequalities hold for all A > 0. 
For the convience of the reader, and use later, we will state a lemma which implies 
(2.8) and (2.9). Given a Gaussian process Z,, t E T, define a pseudometric on T by 
d2(s, t) = E(Z, -.Z,)‘. 
Then define metric entropy by 
N(u) = least number of d-balls of radius u needed to cover T. Set 
m(e)=&+ J ’ (logN(u))“2du. 0 
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Lemma 2.10. There is a constant K so that for all A, E > 0, 
P sup lZ,-Z,,l>h+Km(S) sKexp(-A2/K.a2). q 
S,fE T 
d(s,O<, 
This inequality represents a recent refinement of what is usually called Dudley’s 
Theorem (1967). That such an inequality holds is well known, and goes back to 
Bore11 (1975). See especially the formulation Theorem 2.1 of Pisier (1986). A proof 
of Lemma 2.10 can be found in Lacey (1988). 
To see (2.8), note that for (s - tI < 1, 
(EIX, -X,j2)1’2= (2(1 -e-‘“~‘i))“2- (s - tl”2. 
Therefore, in Lemma 2.10, take T = [-M, M] and E = s”2. Then one sees that 
I 
61,’ 
m(8’/2) = &l/2+ (log M/u~)“~ du s K(G(l+log M/S))“‘. 
0 
Therefore Lemma 2.10 implies (2.8). The deduction of (2.9) is similar. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (i) Define 
X(M, 6)= max X,,. 
jiZ 
IjlcMIS 
(2.11) 
recalling (2.6), observe that 
P(X(M)<(l+2e)u)a P(X(M, 6)<u, \IXII,,>2eu) 
> P(X(M,~)<U)-P(IIXII,,>~~U) 
> P(X(M, 8)~ u)- K exp(-(Eu)2/K5j). (2.12) 
The last line follows from (2.2) and (2.8). It remains to bound the first term above. 
Let YK, K E Z be independent, mean zero, variance one Gaussian random 
variables. Then 
is stochastically larger than X(M, 6). (This is a consequence of e.g. the Normal 
Comparison Lemma. See e.g. Leadbetter, Lindgren, and Rootzen, 1983.) Therefore, 
continuing from (2.12), 
P(X(M)<(lt2E)u)zP(Y(M,6)<u)-K exp(-(su)*/K6) 
= @(u)l+2M/fi - K exp(-a2u2/ K6). 
This concludes the proof of (i). 
(ii) It suffices to bound above 
P(X(M, 6)<(1+3&)u). 
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X(M, 6) is defined in (2.11) above. We will decompose 
are mean-zero Gaussian random variables H,, I, and 4 
X,,=H,+I,+&-J,; 
Hj are independent with variance (1 - ees)2; 
{I,:j~z) d{e-‘/‘X,,:jEH}; 
and 
{J,:jEZ} :{eefixj,:jEh}. 
With these facts, the proof of (ii) is quick. By (2.13), 
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Xj8, j E Z as follows. There 
so that 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
SP max H,<u +P max 
lj/=M/fi > ( Ijl=sM/fi 
1 I,[ > 2&u 
> 
+P max 
-M/fi--lGjsM/8~1 
By (2.14), we can calculate the first term exactly; stationarity (see (2.15)) implies 
that the middle two terms are equal; and the last term is less than the middle two 
by (2.16). Hence 
P(X(M)<(~+~E)U)S@(~(~-~~~))‘~~~‘*+~P 
( 
sup IXs(>2e”2eu . 
Is/-fM > 
To control the last term, we use (2.4) and (2.9). This gives the estimate (2.5). 
It therefore remains to prove the assertions (2.13)-(2.16), which we do by using 
the embedding of X in the Brownian sheet B mentioned in the introduction. Recall 
that we can realize X as 
X, = B(e”, eC”). (2.17) 
B can be extended to rectangles R = [s, CT) x [t, T) with sides parallel to the axis 
by letting 
B(R)=B(u,T)+B(~,~)-B(c,t)-B(~,T). (2.18) 
Observe that for another rectangle S, 
EB(R)B(S)=IRnSI. (2.19) 
(1.1 is Lebesgue measure on the plane.) In particular, B(R) and B(S) are independent 
iff I R n S[ = 0, and the variance of B(R) is /RI. 
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We realize the random variables of (2.11) as B over the rectangles Q, R, S and 
T which are defined now. For jCZ, let 
Qj = [0, e”) x [0, e-l’); 
and 
5, = Q, n Q,,, = [0, e”) x [0, e&j+‘)‘); 
7; = S,_, n S, = [0, e+“‘) X [0, epci+‘)*); 
R, = Qj\(Sl-1 U sj). 
A picture reveals that 
Q,= Rj+Sj_,+S’-7j; 
and 
R, are disjoint rectangles, with / R,I = (1 - e-‘)‘. 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
Moreover, setting 
Xj, = B(Qj), ffj = B(Rj), Zj=B(Sj) and J,=B(T,), 
we see that (2.18) and (2.20) verify (2.13); (2.19) and (2.21) verify (2.14); and the 
northeast vertices of the S, lie on the hyperbola s. t = e8. This and stationarity 
prove (2.15). (2.16) is completely similar. This finishes the proof. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.9 
Upper half: For this part of the proof, we only use the fact that 
b,++co as T+ -too, (3.1) 
which is a clear implication of (1.10). Note that it suffices to show that for all a > 0, 
the events 
sup B(s, t)<(l+4a)& 
D(T) 1 
occur i.o. for some sequence of T’s tending to infinity. 
Recall the definition of X and its relation to B, (1.14)-(1.16) above. Then 
PT = P sup B(s, t) < (1-t 4a)P, 
D(T) > 
B(s, t)<(l+4a)T-“2& 
> 
= P(X(log bT) < (1+4ah), (3.2) 
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where 
4: = 2 log log b,. 
We use theorem 2.1(i) to bound P7 below. Apply it with 
M = log b,, u=(1+2a)&, S = (log b7)-n, 
and e > 0 is chosen so small that 
(1+2~)~=(1+22~)(1+22a)~,<(1+4a)~,. 
Then observe that for large T, we have S < 1, and 
(6 log M/S)“* = (log b-,)-““((1 -a) log log bT)“‘= o(&), 
so that (2.2) is satisfied. Therefore, by (2.3), (3.2), and the choice of B > 0, 
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(3.3) 
PT 2 @( U)‘+*M’S -2exp(-e*u*/KS)=q,-r,. (3.4) 
Observe that 
rT = K exp( -C(log b,)“(log, bT)) + 0, T + +co, (3.5) 
by (3.1). Here and below C is a positive constant independent of T, that might 
change from line to line. 
Turning to qT, we use the well known asymptotic form of Q(u) to estimate 
logq,=(1+2M/S)log@(u) 
= (1+2(log bT)l--a) log @((1+2u)&) 
- -C(log bT)*-a4T1 exp(-+(l+2u)*4$) 
> -C(log bT)-3ac$F1 + 0, T+ +a. 
Thus 
(3.6) 
qr+ 1, T+ +m. 
This, (3.4) and (3.5), show that 
p7.-,1, T-++oo. 
Moreoever, the events in question are asymptotically independent. Standard argu- 
ments therefore imply 
lim inf sup ~y;‘B(s, f) G 1+4a a.s. 
r-i-m D(7) 
As a > 0 was arbitrary this concludes the proof of the upper half. 
Lower half: We will now use the full strength of (1.10). For T> 1, take F > 0 and 
/3 < 1, so that 
(1+6~)/3<1, 1-&-p>o. (3.7) 
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Then by the same argument used in (3.2), we have 
P,=P 
( 
sup B(s, t)<(l+3E)@r 
b(r) > 
= P(X(log bT) < (1+3e)P&), (3.8) 
where &- is as in (3.3). Apply Theorem 2.l(ii) with 
M = log bT, E as here, u = P&Y 
and 
6 = M’ = (log bT)E. 
Then observe that 
eu(log M/6)-“* esi2= C es/‘+ t-co, 
so that for large T, (2.4) is satisfied. Thus by (2.5), 
PTG @(u(l-e-“))““‘” +K exp(-e’(eu)2/K)=qT+rT. 
Observe that 
rr = 2 exp(-E2& eXp((lOg bT)‘)). 
Take a as in (l.lO), set 
aK =exp(K”), KEN. 
Then (1.10) easily implies that 
; r%z < +co. 
The estimation of qT is very similar to (3.6) above. 
10gq7~(2M/6)10g~(u(l-e-S)) 
=2(log bT)lpF log @(p(l -e-s)4T) 
- -C(log b~)‘PF/(/%‘T) exp(-t(P(l -e-S)&)2) 
- -C(log bT)‘--F--B/(Pq5T) 
G -(log bT)O1 
where 0 < (Y < 1 - e - p. We can choose such an (Y by (3.7). 
BY (1.10), 
c 4aK < +m. 
K 
The uK are as in (3.10). 
The Borel-Cantelli lemma, and (3.8)-(3.12) then imply that 
lim inf sup a~‘B(.s, t) >/3 a.s., 
K-+oo D(OK) 
where j? < 1 is arbitrary, and 
& = 2a, log log bK, 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
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where b, = b,,. It therefore remains to interpolate between the aK. In fact we claim 
the following. For K EN, set 
AK = a,“2 sup SUP INS, f) - Hs, da,/s)l 
D(u,) p,=dsl 
where pK = aK-,/aK. Then 
AK 
lim:nf (log2 b, )1,2 = 0 a.s. (3.14) 
Observe that this, (1.3) and (3.12), prove the lower half. 
To prove (3.14), we apply Lemma 2.10. For p > 1 and O< 6 < 1, set 
T(p, 6) = {(s, d/s): s, l/s s P-L; 6 d d s 1). 
Let d, be the metric imposed by the Brownian sheet on the plane. Then 
dB((s, t),(a, ~))=(/s-~~~(~AT)S‘(~-T~(SA(T))“~. 
Further, 
AK 2 sup sup [B(s, t)-B(ds, dt)[ 
r,t=, pKsdsl 
.s,tShr 
~sup{B(x) -WY): x, Y E 7-t&, PK 1; U-s VI s (741 -PK ))“21. 
A simple calculation shows that 
NK(u)=N(U&,pK),&, z+C((logWu-‘)‘. 
Therefore, 
s 
2(1bPK)“J 
(logN,&))“2d~~C((1-~K)(log2 bK))“2. 
0 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.10, for all F > 0, 
s K = P(AK > &(lOg, bK)1’2)s c eXp(-E2(10g2 aK)/C(l -PK)). 
Observe that 
Recalling that a < 1, we see that 
~s,<+~ (3.15) 
K 
for all F > 0. The Borel-Cantelli lemma then implies (3.13), which finishes the 
proof. Cl 
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4. Other results 
In this section we will restrict our attention to some results directly related to 
Theorem 1.9 above. For generalizations of Theorem 1.2, we refer the reader to 
Csiirgii and Rev&z (1979), and for the LIL for partial sums to Wichura (1973). 
The d-parameter Brownian sheet B(s), s E rW$ has mean zero and covariance 
EB(s)B(t) = (s, A t,)(s, A f2) . . . (Sd A td) 
where s=(s ,,..., sd) and t=(t ,,..., td). Set 
and 
rrt = t, * t2. . . td 
t* = t, v t2 v - . . v td. 
Given a non-decreasing function b7 2 1, let 
D(T) = {t E I%$: vt = T, t* s T11db7-) 
and 
Pr = 2T log( 1 + (log bT)dpl). 
The methods of this paper then show that 
lim inf sup B,‘B( t) = 1 a.s. 
T-+m D(7) 
(4.1) 
if (1.3) and (1.10) are satisfied. This should be compared to Section 4 of Csorgii 
and RCvdsz (1978). 
Setting b, = T ‘p1’d in (4.1) we get 
lim inf sup 
B(t) 
~++a. +r(2(d-l)Tloglog T)‘/‘=l a.s.’ 
f*GT 
(4.2) 
which should be compared to the main results of e.g. Orey and Pruitt (1973). 
The d-parameter version of a partial sum is formed in this way. Let {Xj: j E N”} 
be an array of i.i.d. copies of a random variable X. With the natural partial order 
on rW$, let 
s(t) = 1 x,. 
;sr 
Morrow (1981) has studied the Almost Sure Invariance Principle in this context. 
By Theorem 4 of that paper, if 
EX=O, EX* = 1 and X E L*(log L)y-l\log log L (4.3) 
then there is a Brownian sheet B so that 
lim sup sup ( T log log T)-‘1 B( t) - S( t)l = 0 a.s. 
T++CZ XI=7 
(*ST 
(4.4) 
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In fact, (4.3) and (4.4) are equivalent. In this regard, see Wichura (1973). Thus (4.2) 
and (4.4) imply that 
lim inf sup 
S(t) 
T++m ;$(2(d - 1) T log log 7-)“2 
= 1 a.s. 
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